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introduction

• This talk is about the application of 
player type theory

• Player type theory is often called “the 
bartle types”, but my being bartle 
means i don’t call it that

– Much as peter higgs is alone in not calling – Much as peter higgs is alone in not calling 
the higgs boson the higGs boson

• Today, I’ll just call them player types

• Don’t worry, I still have plenty of 
opportunity for self-aggrandizement...



Big bird

• This is a big bird:



Why types?

• My aim when i wrote about player types 

back in 1996 was to stop designers

making games that they wanted to play 

and start making games that people

wanted to playwanted to play

• I identified four areas that describe why

people play virtual worlds and showed 

them to be inter-dependent

– These were Textual worlds, but the theory 

still applies to today’s graphical ones



Some time

• I’d actually known this theory for 

several years before i wrote it up

• I’d put it together in 1990 following a 

six-month email discussion among the 

senior players of my game world, mud2senior players of my game world, mud2

• The players were describing what they

liked about virtual worlds and what they 

thought other people liked

• I sumMarised their discussion, but 

spotted coMmonalities in their replies



4-types

• The result was basic player types theory

• this posits that there are four types of 

people who play virtual worlds for fun:

– Achievers

– Explorers– Explorers

– Socialisers

– Killers

• Other people do play, but not for fun

– Designers, journalists, researchers, gold 

farmers, customer service reps, ...



graph

• Player types are normalLy shown as 

a 2d graph:



Top 5

• Here are the Top 5 features in a used 

car as requested by european drivers

• http://www.autoscout24.com/ via http://www.carsontheweb.be



application

• this 4-type, 2D graph has been 
sucCesSfulLy applied in mmoRPG 
design since ultima online in 1997

• It’s now regarded as standard for 
mmos

– All mmo designers know the player types!– All mmo designers know the player types!

• Occasionally, people will angrily tell me 
that the theory is so obvious that i 
have some nerve claiming to have 
discovered it

• Its main strength is that it works



example

• Gopets was a 2005 casual world that 

carpet-bombed the social quadrant

• They did ok, but then they added some 

simple content for achievers

• They doubled their revenue in 7 days• They doubled their revenue in 7 days

– their achievers were 44x more profitable 

than their socialisers

– Their Explorers were 64X more profitable!

• Historical note: zynga bought gopets in 2009

– it was swiftly closed for zynga’s launch of petville



elsewhere

• Player type theory has successfully been 

applied elsewhere, too

• Amy jo kim has been using it for web 

site design for over a decade

– With great results!– With great results!

• it’s also been adopted for other types 

of online game, for gamification, for 

face-to-face RPGs, for casual games, ...

– Plus in some more unexpected areas such 

as neuro-linguistic programming



theory

• An important feature of player types 

theory is that it is a theory

– Not simply a statistical analysis

• It has theoretical back-up that explains 

why it workswhy it works

– Don’t panic, I’m not going to explain it today

• It links into other generally accepted 

theories of identity and cognition

– Not aLl, though. If you try map it to myers-

briggs you’re wasting your time



And yet...

• This should be excelLent news, but 

it’s not

• Reason: the theory only explains why 

people play mMos for fun

• It says nothing about people playing • It says nothing about people playing 

non-mMos, or playing not for fun

– Or indeed, not playing at all

• There is no reason why player types 

theory should work for anything

except virtual worlds



hammer

• This is A                           

hammer                                

and a                                

screw:



nevertheless

• Some social/casual game designers apPly
the theory anyway to get results

• They don’t care why it works, just that 
it does work … or may work

– It’s like a magic formulamagic formulamagic formulamagic formulamagic formulamagic formulamagic formulamagic formula
• Lo and behold, They do find that it works• Lo and behold, They do find that it works

– Their players fit the theory exactly!

– Analysis shows AlL the different types exist

• Except, of course they exist!

– They herded the players into the types!

– It’s self-fulfiLling design!



Beyond limits

• Some people knowingly apply the 

theory beyond its limits

• They see an analogy between what 

they’re doing and what the theory says

– “hey, these guys think like achievers. Hmm...”– “hey, these guys think like achievers. Hmm...”

• Sometimes, this does seem to be useful

• The danger comes if you begin to treat 

analogy as if it were identity

• An aeroplane is like a big bird, but it 

isn’t a big bird...



bandwagon

• Other people apply the theory from only a 
superficial, bullet-point read of it

– For them, it’s a bandwagon

• We see this with gamification

– Giving achiever rewards to explorers...

• The theory’s use in gamification began
as an analogy-style mapping

– “people play mmos for different reasons, so 
perhaps it works in gamification?”

• Sure, but adapt it to fit the context

– don’t use a cookie cutter to cut sheet metal!



furthermore

• Player type theory was developed for the 
use of mmo designers

– NoT for players

– nOt for marketers

• That doesn’t mean they can’t use it

• It simply means that it may be the 
wrong tool for the job

– Its Users need to be aware of this

• It’s only being used because there are no
other TOols in the toOlbox



tools

• Yet … There are other tools in the box

• Some such as nicole lazzaro’s 4 keys 

map onto player type theory but have 

additional depth

• Some, such as john                • Some, such as john                

radoff’s                       

motivations,                        

are orthogonal

to it



rationale

• few such approaches have any theory

explaining why they would work

– They’re derived from observations

• That doesn’t mean you can’t or shouldn’t 

use them thoughuse them though

• It just means you need to be careful

• Just because an idea makes sense, that 

doesn’t mean it’s always wise to use it

– Radoff’s types apply to any game, but what 

do they mean for your game?



So what?

• ask yourself two initial questions

when considering game design tools

– What is it that i want to do?

– What will help me do that?

• You certainly should not be asking• You certainly should not be asking

– What can i use this for?

– Which is the best model?

• Best for this job, yes; just best, no

• To do the above, you need to ensure you 

understand what a model is teLling you



example

• Nick yee questioned 3,200 mMo players 

and found 10 basic motivations

• 7 of these appear in the 8-types model

– 1 of them conflates 2 of my types

• The remaining 3 concern imMersion• The remaining 3 concern imMersion

– In player types, immersion emerges from 

progressing through types

• Nick’s categories (legitimately) overlap

– You can be both immersed and an explorer

• His model is for social scientists



dangers

• Nick’s typography is fine if you read
what he’s wriTten and not just grab 
the type names from a suMmary

• Some typographies aren’t fine

• Player type theory has been around for so 
long that some people feel it’s “tired”long that some people feel it’s “tired”

– ie. they have an idea for a model of their own

• But That’s great! I want to see a 
better model

– Because then we get better games!



analogy

• sadly, most new models are far worse

• As an analogy, it’s like asking drivers 5 

things they want most in a used car

• Popular answers concern Upholstery, 

sound system, a/c, satnav, 4WDsound system, a/c, satnav, 4WD

• Some people may say Engine size

– Van drivers for power, teenagers for 

speed, sales people for fuel efficiency

• Few would say brakes, yet they really, 

reaLly need good brakes...



games

• So it is for games

• People will play difFerent games for 

the same reasons and the same games 

for difFerent reasons

• They say they want features they don’t• They say they want features they don’t

want then moan when you deliver them

– Ignoring critical features like gameplay

• Classic example: they say they want fresh, 

new games then only buy ones with 

numbers at the end of their name



you

• If you’re thinking of applying player 

type theory to your game, or web site, 

or hypnotherapy practice:

– Figure out the problem to which player 

type theory is the solutiontype theory is the 

– Ask whether it is indEed a problem

– Ask whether player types is indeEd a 

solution

– Look at other possible solutions

• Don’t blame the theory if you misapply it!



conclusion

• Player type theory is like a haMmer

– The best there is for nails

– Vastly inferior to a screwdriver for 

screws, but StiLl much better than 

pounding them with your fist

• Just because “everyone else” is using it, 

that doesn’t mean you should use it

• Whatever you do use, read the theory

– If it doesn’t work, you’ll know why

• If it has no theory, just hope it works!


